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Chapter 5
Site Management


1.  This type of staging is recommended when an incident grows or escalates, allowing the IC to designate an area where responding resources beyond the initial response can be placed until a tactical assignment is given.
A)  Level 1 Initial Response Operations
B)  Level 1 Sustained Response Operations
C)  Level 2 Initial Response Operations
D)  Level 2 Sustained Response Operations

2.  A holding area within the hot zone where personnel are controlled until they can be safely decontaminated, treated, or removed is called a(n) __________.
A)  area of refuge
B)  hazard control zone
C)  isolation perimeter
D)  public protective action

3.  The controlled relocation of people from an area of known danger or unacceptable risk to a safer area or one in which the risk is considered to be acceptable is which type of public protective action?
A)  Evacuation
B)  Area of refuge
C)  Hazard control zone
D)  Shelter in place

4.  Good approach and positioning of personnel and apparatuses should follow basic safe operating principles such as approaching a hazardous materials incident from which direction, if practical?
A)  Uphill and downwind
B)  Downhill and downwind
C)  Uphill and upwind
D)  Downhill and upwind


5.  If you find yourself approaching from the downwind side, you should use the distance from the incident to your maximum advantage or switch to wearing a(n) _________.
A)  APR
B)  SCBA
C)  SAPR
D)  SCUBA


6.  The staging area manager accounts for all incoming emergency response units and assigns resources from the staging area to their tactical assignment at the request of the ___________.
A)  hazmat branch director
B)  incident commander
C)  logistics section chief
D)  operations section chief

7.  Which of the following personnel is not going to be located within the hazard control zones?
A)  Emergency responders
B)  Incident commander
C)  Media personnel
D)  Support personnel

8.  If the atmosphere is considered to be oxygen enriched or oxygen deficient, the area should be designated as the _____ zone.
A)  cold
B)  hot
C)  warm
D)  isolation

9.  This is a strategy used by the incident commander to protect the general population from a hazardous material.
A)  Emergency response plans
B)  Hazard control zones
C)  Public protection actions
D)  Standard operating procedures

10.  What book is a good resource for the IC in making quick initial judgment calls on which public protective action to implement as well as providing basic guidelines concerning the size of the initial isolation zone?
A)  NIOSH Pocket Guide
B)  Emergency Response Guide
C)  NFPA 472
D)  Managing the Incident


